
we recycle.
 



The importance of recycling. 

Should it still be said? The world is gradually becoming entangled in its  
garbage. We’re at a point where everyone, citizen and entrepreneur,  
should dare to call themselves to order. Both in the household and in  
companies, sustainable consumption and maximum recycling are becoming  
increasingly important.

Local, European and international authorities have already set up multiple  
recycling initiatives and organisations, whom take care of recycling and  
take-back obligations in our daily lives. Always with one goal: a sustainable 
and low-waste living environment. 

In B2B too, we can and must take the necessary steps ‘together’:

Sustainable consumption

Maximum recycling

Resolutely commit to the use of solid, long-lasting and reusable  
load carriers and packaging materials in all forms of storage,  
intralogistics and distribution.

Even the most solid reusable load carriers will sooner or later  
reach the end of their operating life. If you opt for a renewal,  
immediately consider the take-back and recycling service  
that we can offer you.

plastibac. we reuse. 
B2B



Our responsibility
At Plastibac you can find new durable plastic load carriers. We see it as our  
responsibility to offer only ecologically acceptable materials, suitable for a cost- 
effective and professional use in a circular economy. We choose 100% recyclable  
plastics, so we see it as our responsibility to also take back and recycle them.

“It is our responsibility to ensure the  
take-back and certified recycling of 
our customers’ end-of-life plastic 
bins and/or pallets.”

Recyclable plastics

We make it our business to use only sustainable plastics  
in our range. The excellent resistance of our load  
carriers guarantees a long service life. Manufacturing 
is always based on a user-friendly design and pro- 
duction process with a view to recycling in the future. 

Take-back works

Figures show that the recycling of post-consumer  
plastics is on the rise. Various institutions are encoura-
ging professional recycling processes. As we strongly 
believe that take-back and recycling works you will al-
ready find In our product range multiple recycled pro-
ducts.

Own environmental awareness

Our own offices and logistics platform are targeted  
to leave a minimum CO2 footprint. Solar panels,  
geothermal energy, energy-neutral high-rise building, 
but also strictly selected and environmentally conscious 
transport companies. These are just a few examples. 
Moreover, we encourage our suppliers to produce  
according to the eco-design principle. 



End-of-life? We recycle it for you.
Plastibac is committed to maximise the collection of 
your recyclable and suitable end-of-life plastics and to 
have them processed and reworked through certified  
partners into new load carriers or other functional  
recycled products.  
   
    
                Our strengths:

�Large storage capacity

�Fast processing

�Certified recycling partners

�Crates, pallets, barrels, ...

�Correct pricing

�Transparent agreements
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“We take care of your stock of 
old load carriers correctly and 

quickly. With certificate!“



From load carrier to load carrier
An important aspect of Plastibac’s take-back and recycling  
commitment is the reprocessing of old stocks of stacking bins 
and pallets into products for the same application. For this  
purpose plastics such as PE, PP or PO are collected, crushed into 
granulates and then reintegrated into production processes.   

Result: new pallets, pallet boxes, waste bins in solid regenerate  
version, ready for new daily use. 

we reduce. 

: these recycled  
products are  

available at plastibac

“From our vision ‘Quality for you’ 
we deliver recycled products that 

are 100% trusted by our customers.”



From load carrier to alternative recycled eco-product

Not every type of plastic is suitable for straight-line recycling into new 
pallets, boxes or waste containers. Nevertheless, our certified recycling  
partners with their reliable know-how offer many known and less known 
possibilities for this with the use of various post-consumer mixing  
residues, PET and PVC recyclates. 

CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRY GARDEN AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN

TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS AIR TREATMENT SOLUTIONS



Plastibac, worth your trust

Plastibac endorses the EU initiative 2018/2035 (INI) which requires 
100% recycling of all plastic packaging by 2030.

With responsibility and passion for our profession, 
we guarantee our customers:

� a long-term vision on sustainable consumption

� cooperation agreements with certified partners

� maximum recycling in words and deeds

� a take-back system for your end-of-life bins, pallets, barrels

PLASTIBAC
we recycle

CHARTER

PLASTIBAC
we recycle

certificate

�Large storage capacities

�Fast processing

�Certified recycling partners

�Crates, pallets, barrels, ...

�Correct pricing

Sustainable consumptionMaximum recycling

“At Plastibac we dream of a beautiful, low waste wor-
ld, where plastics are not dumped, but be offered for  
recycling as much as possible. 
It is our mission to fully contribute to this with our  
‘reuse, reduce, recycle’ programme and thus reduce 
the impact of plastics on the environment.”

Jan Vanderbeke
Managing Director

plastibac. we recycle. 



reuse. reduce. recycle.
- for a smaller footprint - 

www.plastibac.eu
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